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KEY=MATING - BRENDAN CASSIDY
Mating Granta Books An American anthropologist is at a loose end in Botswana. She is ferociously intelligent and
wonderfully inquisitive. She is also in love with Nelson Denoon, a charismatic intellectual who runs an experimental
women-only utopian village in the Kalahari. At times wildly comic but also magniﬁcently cerebral, Mating is a profound
exploration of the human condition and a moving love story, circling the question 'what do men and women really
want?' Mating A Novel Vintage The narrator of this splendidly expansive novel of high intellect and grand passion is an
American anthropologist at loose ends in the South African republic of Botswana. She has a noble and exacting mind, a
good waist, and a busted thesis project. She also has a yen for Nelson Denoon, a charismatic intellectual who is
rumored to have founded a secretive and unorthodox utopian society in a remote corner of the Kalahari—one in which
he is virtually the only man. What ensues is both a quest and an exuberant comedy of manners, a book that explores
the deepest canyons of eros even as it asks large questions about the good society, the geopolitics of poverty, and the
baﬄing mystery of what men and women really want. Mating Vintage While in Africa to work on her thesis project, an
American anthropologist falls for Nelson Denoon, the charismatic intellectual who is rumored to have founded a highly
secretive utopian society. Reprint. Winner of the National Book Award for Fiction. Subtle Bodies Granta Books Ned and
Nina are trying to conceive, so when Ned jets oﬀ with no notice to the funeral of Douglas, a mysterious friend from his
student days, Nina follows him so they can have sex on time. Douglas was the ringleader of a fellowship of chums at
NYU and Nina is baﬄed by the extraordinary hold the group - and Douglas in particular - have on Ned. The novel
explores the reconﬁguring and reappraisal of the clique following Douglas's tragic death. Subtle Bodies asks why we
make the friends we do, why we keep them and how we make sense of our personal histories. It is a wise, funny and
keenly observed portrayal of shifting relationships and new truths emerging from old certainties. Like all of Rush's
work it embodies the dictum 'ﬁction is truth told excessively and beautifully'. It is a warm-hearted and pitch-perfect
master class in the art of the novel. Mortals Granta Books Ray Finch is a middle-aged Milton scholar and a CIA agent in
Botswana. His doted-upon wife, Iris, may be an adulteress. And her physician, the quixotic Davis Morel, may be her
lover. Mortals is a riotous political adventure, a meticulous portrait of a marriage and a richly ambitious novel of ideas.
Whites Vintage Whether they are Americans, Brits, or a stubborn and suicidally moral Dutchman, Norman Rush's whites
are not sure why they are in Botswana. Their uncertainty makes them do odd things. Driven half-mad by the barking of
his neighbor's dogs, Carl dips timidly into native witchcraft—only to jump back out at the worst possible moment. Ione
briskly pursues a career as a "seducer" ("A seductress was merely someone who was seductive and who might or might
not be awarded a victory. But a seducer was a professional"), while her dentist husband fends oﬀ the generous
advances of an African cook. Funny, sad, and deeply knowing, polished throughout to a diamond glitter, Whites is a
magniﬁcent collection of stories. Middle Passage Pan Macmillan Celebrating Fifty Years of Picador Books Winner of the
National Book Award 1990 The Apocalypse would deﬁnitely put a crimp in my career plans. Rutherford Calhoun, a
puckish rogue and newly freed slave, spends his days loitering around the docks of New Orleans, dodging debt
collectors, gangsters, and Isadora Bailey, a prim and frugal woman who seeks to marry him and curb his mischievous
instincts. When the heat from these respective pursuers becomes too much to bear, he cons his way on to the next
ship leaving the dock: the Republic. Upon boarding, to his horror he discovers that he is on an illegal slave ship
embarking on the Middle Passage, the portion of the triangular trade route that saw slaves transported from Africa to
the US. Staﬀed by a crew of criminals and degenerates, the Republic is on a mission to enslave members of the
legendary Allmuseri tribe, while the sadistic yet philosophical Captain Falcon has a secondary objective: securing a
mysterious cargo that possesses a terrifying and otherworldly power. What follows is a story of Rutherford’s battle for
survival, as he ﬁnds himself juggling loyalties between the ship’s crew and the enslaved passengers, and is forced to
use every ounce of the charm and cunning that he possesses to endure the desperate conditions and battle the myriad
deadly forces on the high seas. A masterful blend of allegory, black comedy, naval adventure and supernatural horror,
Charles Johnson's wildly inventive Middle Passage is a true modern classic. Part of the Picador Collection, a series
showcasing the best of modern literature. The Mating Season (Jeeves & Wooster) Random House
__________________________________ A Jeeves and Wooster novel 'It's hard to single out one book as the entire Jeeves and
Wooster collection is Bach Rescue Remedy in literary form, but this tale of romantic imbroglio is a priceless hoot...
Every sentence is a perfectly wrought delight.' Independent At Deverill Hall, an idyllic Tudor manor in the pictureperfect village of King's Deverill, impostors are in the air. The prime example is man-about-town Bertie Wooster, doing
a good turn to Gussie Fink-Nottle by impersonating him while he enjoys fourteen days away from society after being
caught taking an unscheduled dip in the fountains of Trafalgar Square. Bertie is of course one of nature's gentlemen,
but the stakes are high: if all is revealed, there's a danger that Gussie's simpering ﬁancée Madeline may turn her wide
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eyes on Bertie instead. It's a brilliant plan - until Gussie himself turns up, imitating Bertram Wooster. After that, only
the massive brain of Jeeves (himself in disguise) can set things right. The Moor's Last Sigh Vintage Canada In his ﬁrst
novel since The Satanic Verses, Rushdie gives readers a masterpiece of controlled storytelling, informed by
astonishing scope and ambition, by turns compassionate, wicked, poignant, and funny. From the paradise of Aurora's
legendary salon to his omnipotent father's sky-garden atop a towering glass high-rise, the Moor's story evokes his
family's often grotesque but compulsively moving fortunes in a world of possibilities embodied by India in this century.
The Gold Bug Variations Random House An enthralling story about desire, new love and the mysteries of science from
the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Overstory Stuart Ressler, a brilliant biologist, sets out in 1957 to crack the
genetic code. His eﬀorts are sidetracked by other, more intractable codes – social, moral, musical, spiritual – and he
falls in love with a member of his research team. Years later, another young man and woman team up to investigate a
diﬀerent mystery – why did the eminently promising Ressler suddenly disappear from the world of science? Strand by
strand, these two love stories twist about each other in a double helix of desire. ‘A love story of charm and substance,
brimming over with ideas, yet anchored in emotional truth’ Sunday Telegraph When It Happens to You Simon and
Schuster A stunning novel in stories in the tradition of Jennifer Egan by the iconic actress Molly Ringwald Tales of love,
loss, and betrayal are at the heart of When It Happens to You, the debut novel in stories from actress and author Molly
Ringwald. A Hollywood icon, Ringwald deﬁned the teenage experience in the eighties in such classic ﬁlms as Pretty in
Pink, The Breakfast Cluband Sixteen Candles. Ringwald brings the compelling candour she displayed in her ﬁlm roles to
the unforgettable characters she has created in this series of intertwined and linked stories about the particular
challenges, joys and disappointments of adult relationships. Her characters grapple with infertility and inﬁdelity, fame
and familial discord in a magniﬁcent debut that will resonate broadly, particularly with fans of Melissa Banks, Meg
Wolitzer and Lorrie Moore. 'When It Happens to Youis absolutely lovely, a smart, emotionally sophisticated, intricately
dovetailed novel of stories. World, I'm telling you now: Molly Ringwald is the real deal' Lauren Groﬀ, author of Arcadia
'Molly Ringwald understands how families work and uses her considerable talents to make them come alive on the
page' Gary Shteyngart Whites Vintage Whether they are Americans, Brits, or a stubborn and suicidally moral Dutchman,
Norman Rush's whites are not sure why they are in Botswana. Their uncertainty makes them do odd things. Driven
half-mad by the barking of his neighbor's dogs, Carl dips timidly into native witchcraft—only to jump back out at the
worst possible moment. Ione briskly pursues a career as a "seducer" ("A seductress was merely someone who was
seductive and who might or might not be awarded a victory. But a seducer was a professional"), while her dentist
husband fends oﬀ the generous advances of an African cook. Funny, sad, and deeply knowing, polished throughout to
a diamond glitter, Whites is a magniﬁcent collection of stories. Tropic Moon New York Review of Books Newly translated
for this edition. A young Frenchman, Joseph Timar, travels to Gabon carrying a letter of introduction from an inﬂuential
uncle. He wants work experience; he wants to see the world. But in the oppressive heat and glare of the equator,
Timar doesn’t know what to do with himself, and no one seems inclined to help except Adèle, the hotel owner’s wife,
who takes him to bed one day and rebuﬀs him the next, leaving him sick with desire. But then, in the course of a single
night, Adèle’s husband dies and a black servant is shot, and Timar is sure that Adèle is involved. He’ll cover for the
crime if she’ll do what he wants. The ﬁx is in. But Timar can’t even begin to imagine how deep. In Tropic Moon,
Simenon, the master of the psychological novel, oﬀers an incomparable picture of degeneracy and corruption in a
colonial outpost. After Marxism Guilford Press After Marxism calls for a new radical coalition centered around morality
and utopian sensibility. The book explores the kinds of commitments, values, and approaches to social realities that
may still be described as radical today. These include the determination to end every form of oppression; a freedom to
combine many diﬀerent theories and kinds of analysis; an open and experimental attitude; an appreciation of
modernity's great promise of being on our own; an understanding that radical social change encompasses attitudes
and behaviors, as well as structures and systems; and a commitment to uniting the various potential radical groups,
strands, and energies into a new radical coalition, a heterogeneous "we" founded on a deep sense of solidarity.
Brother of the More Famous Jack Rejacketed A&C Black Stylish, suburban Katherine is eighteen when she is propelled
into the centre of Professor Jacob Goldman's rambling home and his large eccentric family. As his enchanting yet
sharp-tongued wife Jane gives birth to her sixth child, Katherine meets the volatile, stroppy Jonathan and his older,
more beautiful brother Roger, who wins her heart. First love quickly leads to heartbreak and sends her ﬂeeing to Rome
but, ten years on, she returns to ﬁnd the Goldmans again. A little wiser and a lot more grown-up, Katherine faces her
future. Brother of the More Famous Jack is Barbara Trapido's highly acclaimed and much loved debut; a book that
redeﬁned the coming-of-age novel. Dead Languages Graywolf Press In Dead Languages by David Shields, Jeremy Zorn's
mother tries unsuccessfully to coax him into saying "Philadelphia," and his life becomes framed by his unwieldy
attempts at articulation. Through family rituals with his word-obsessed parents and sister, failed ﬁrst love, an ill-fated
run for class president, as the only Jewish boy on an otherwise all-black basketball team, all of the passages of
Jeremy's life are marked in some way by his stutter and his wildly oﬀ-the-mark attempts at a cure. It is only when he
enters college and learns his strong-willed mother is dying that he realizes all languages, when used as hiding places
for the heart, are dead ones. Enon Random House Hailed as a masterpiece, Tinkers, Paul Harding’s Pulitzer Prizewinning debut, is a modern classic. Here, in Enon, Harding follows a year in the life of Charlie Crosby as he tries to
come to terms with a shattering personal tragedy. Grandson of George Crosby (the protagonist of Tinkers), Charlie
inhabits the same dynamic landscape of New England, its seasons mirroring his turbulent emotional odyssey. Along the
way, Charlie’s encounters are brought to life by his wit, his insights into history, and his yearning to understand the
big questions. A stunning mosaic of human experience, Enon aﬃrms Paul Harding as one of the most gifted and
profound writers of his generation. Tropic of Night A Novel Harper Collins Jane Doe lives in the shadows under an
assumed name. A once-promising anthropologist and an expert on shamanism, everyone thinks she's dead. Or so she
hopes. Jimmy Paz is a Cuban-American police detective. Straddling two cultures, he understands things others cannot.
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When the killings start -- a series of ritualistic murders -- all of Miami is terriﬁed. Especially Jane. She knows the dark
truth that Jimmy must desperately search to uncover. As their lives slowly interconnect, Jane and Paz are soon caught
in a cataclysmic battle between good and an evil as unimaginable as it is terrifying . . . Brazzaville Beach Penguin UK ‘A
most extraordinary parable about mankind ... quite unlike anything else I have ever read’ Sunday Express. 'I live on
Brazzaville Beach ... I am here because two sets of strange and extraordinary events happened to me ... One in
England, ﬁrst, and then one in Africa.’ On Brazzaville Beach, on the edge of Africa, Hope Clearwater examines the
complex circumstances that brought her there. Sifting the details for evidence of her own innocence or guilt, she tells
her engrossing story with a blunt and beguiling honesty that not only intrigues and disturbs but is also completely
enthralling. The Girl in the Road Crown Publishing Group (NY) Waking up in a futuristic Mumbai with ﬁve snake bites,
Meena is compelled to return to her native Ethiopia by way of a forbidden path spanning the Arabian Sea; while a girl
from a diﬀerent time, Mariama, ﬂees a traumatic experience to Ethiopia in search of a better life. 80,000 ﬁrst printing.
Bad Dirt: Wyoming Stories 2 HarperCollins UK Pulitzer Prize-winning author Annie Proulx follows the success of Close
Range with another remarkable collection of short stories set in Wyoming. A Way of Life, Like Any Other A Novel Open
Road Media This PEN/Hemingway Award winner about coming of age in Los Angeles is a “little gem of a novel . . . a
masterwork of Hollywood ﬁction” (Salon). He’s a child of 1940s Hollywood—speciﬁcally, Casa Fiesta, a ranch in the
Malibu hills that he shares with his mother, a onetime Broadway headliner, and his father, a star of Westerns. But
when his parents fall out of favor in Tinseltown, the narrator of this exquisitely crafted dark comedy loses his youthful
idyll and accompanies his lovesick mother on a vodka-soaked international quest for romance and redemption.
Meanwhile, his father lives in “diminished circumstances” in California, clinging to his silver-screen mementos,
trusting that, someday soon, his ex-wife and his career will return. Tired of tending bar at his mother’s parties and
listening to his father’s sad tales of former glory, the boy moves in with his best friend’s family in Beverly Hills. But
nothing in La-La Land is quite what it seems, and when his new home turns out to be just as dysfunctional as the last,
our teenage hero must somehow learn to accept his parents while ﬁnding the courage to break free and become his
own man. This award-winning novel, “a kind of Catcher in the Rye for the Cheap Trick generation” (GQ), was cited by
the Guardian as one of the “ten best neglected literary masterpieces.” Written by a New York Times–bestselling author
who was a child of Hollywood movie stars himself, it has been praised for its “spectacularly deadpan humor” by the
Atlantic Monthly and called “an insightful coming-of-age tale” by the Austin Chronicle. Talent HarperCollins UK
‘Deliciously funny’ Helen Oyeyemi ‘Enormously entertaining’ Lionel Shriver ‘Smart, brilliant ... I love it so much!’
Joanna Cannon A wickedly caustic tale of a student who stumbles on a literary treasure. The Fear Robert Mugabe and
the Martyrdom of Zimbabwe Little, Brown Journalist Peter Godwin has covered wars. As a soldier, he's fought them. But
nothing prepared him for the surreal mix of desperation and hope he encountered when he returned to Zimbabwe, his
broken homeland. Godwin arrived as Robert Mugabe, the country's dictator for 30 years, has ﬁnally lost an election.
Mugabe's tenure has left Zimbabwe with the world's highest rate of inﬂation and the shortest life span. Instead of
conceding power, Mugabe launched a brutal campaign of terror against his own citizens. With foreign correspondents
banned, and he himself there illegally, Godwin was one of the few observers to bear witness to this period the locals
call The Fear. He saw torture bases and the burning villages but was most awed as an observer of not only simple acts
of kindness but also churchmen and diplomats putting their own lives on the line to try to stop the carnage. The Fear is
a book about the astonishing courage and resilience of a people, armed with nothing but a desire to be free, who
challenged a violent dictatorship. It is also the deeply personal and ultimately uplifting story of a man trying to make
sense of the country he can't recognize as home. Evil Geniuses The Unmaking of America – A Recent History Random
House How an elite cabal rewrote the American dream for their gain – and left the rest of world behind. Evil Geniuses is
the secret history of how, over the last half century, from even before Ronald Reagan through Donald Trump, America
has sharply swerved away from its dream of progress for the many to a system of unfettered proﬁt and self-interest
for the few. As the social liberation of the 1960s ﬁnally ended in the chaos of Vietnam and Watergate, a cabal of rich
industrialists, business chiefs, wide-eyed libertarians and right-wing economic radicals were waiting, determined to
claw back everything they saw as rightfully theirs. Largely out of sight, they rapidly built and funded a new empire of
think tanks and academic institutions and professional organisations, lobbying and political groups, using them to
transform politics, media, ﬁnance, the legal system and US laws to reinvent and control the political economy. A
throwback to the robber barons of a century earlier, they sold the remade system to the people as a nostalgic return to
traditional American values. Within a decade, America’s ﬂourishing forward-thinking vision was incarcerated by the
unchecked ﬁnancial accumulation and political power of the super-rich. Now, the moneymen are running the show. In
this hugely entertaining and deeply researched cultural and economic exposé, New York Times bestselling author Kurt
Andersen maps the rich history of intricate networks, unlikely connections and dark truths which are controlling a
nation, revealing how on earth America got to where it is now – and what it might do to win its progressive future
back. The Glass Room A Novel Other Press, LLC Honeymooners Viktor and Liesel Landauer are ﬁlled with the optimism
and cultural vibrancy of central Europe of the 1920s when they meet modernist architect Rainer von Abt. He builds for
them a home to embody their exuberant faith in the future, and the Landauer House becomes an instant masterpiece.
Viktor and Liesel, a rich Jewish mogul married to a thoughtful, modern gentile, pour all of their hopes for their
marriage and budding family into their stunning new home, ﬁlling it with children, friends, and a generation of artists
and thinkers eager to abandon old-world European style in favor of the new and the avant-garde. But as life
intervenes, their new home also brings out their most passionate desires and darkest secrets. As Viktor searches for a
warmer, less challenging comfort in the arms of another woman, and Liesel turns to her wild, mischievous friend Hana
for excitement, the marriage begins to show signs of strain. The radiant honesty and idealism of 1930 quickly
evaporate beneath the storm clouds of World War II. As Nazi troops enter the country, the family must leave their old
life behind and attempt to escape to America before Viktor's Jewish roots draw Nazi attention, and before the family
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itself dissolves. As the Landauers struggle for survival abroad, their home slips from hand to hand, from Czech to Nazi
to Soviet possession and ﬁnally back to the Czechoslovak state, with new inhabitants always falling under the fervent
and unrelenting inﬂuence of the Glass Room. Its crystalline perfection exerts a gravitational pull on those who know it,
inspiring them, freeing them, calling them back, until the Landauers themselves are ﬁnally drawn home to where their
story began. Brimming with barely contained passion and cruelty, the precision of science, the wild variance of lust,
the catharsis of confession, and the fear of failure - the Glass Room contains it all. Gone with the Mind Little, Brown The
blazingly inventive, ﬁctional autobiography of Mark Leyner, one of America's "rare, true original voices." (Gary
Shteyngart) Dizzyingly brilliant and raucously funny, GONE WITH THE MIND is the story of Mark Leyner's life, told as
only Mark Leyner can. In this utterly unconventional, autobiographical novel, Mark Leyner gives a reading in the food
court of a mall. Besides Mark's mother, who's driven him to the mall and introduces him before he begins, and a few
employees of fast food chain Panda Express who ask a handful of questions, the reading is completely without
audience. The action of GONE WITH THE MIND takes place exclusively at the food court, but the territory covered on
these pages has no bounds. Existential, self-aware, and very much concerned with the relationship between a
complicated mother and an even more complicated son, Leyner's story--with its bold, experimental structure--is a
moving work of genius. Thirty Girls HarperCollins UK The long-awaited novel from the bestselling, award-winning author
of ‘Evening’ is a literary tour de force set in war-torn Africa. Waiting for the Electricity A Novel Abrams In the republic of
Georgia, the Communists are long gone, replaced by . . . well, by what? Something much more confusing. There are no
jobs in the cities. And when there are jobs, employees aren’t compensated. And when they are compensated, it’s
because the jobsÂ are . . . not strictly scrupulous. In the village, life goes on much as it always did, but these days, the
homemade farmers cheese is giving way to the oil pipeline. And as for romance in this strange, confounding modern
age . . . the less said, the better. But there’s one man in Georgia who remains unseduced by corruption, unfazed by
nostalgia, and unable to abandon chivalry, no matter how antiquated a notion it may be.Â This man is Slims Achmed
Makashvili, a humble maritime lawyer and the hero of this brilliant novel. When Slims discovers an application for an
American small business internship program sponsored by Hillary Clinton, he knows that he has found his calling. In
his letters to Senator Clinton, Slims dreams of bringing eﬃciency, opportunity, and the American dream to his
homeland, even as his friends and relatives embrace decadence, lethargy, and a staggering array of unsavory business
practices. But when he ﬁnally gets to America—speciﬁcally to utopian San Francisco, where the streets are paved with
quinoa—Slims sees what reform and progress look like up close. And suddenly, his loud, bickering family and his
anguished, joyful country no longer seem so grim. A gleeful picaresque, a visionary satire, and a work of extraordinary
empathy and imagination, Waiting for the Electricity is a marvelously imaginative debut novel. Mating Claire [Sea
Island Wolves 1] Siren-BookStrand Following the trail of a serial killer and a demon, Claire Hallowell arrives in
Wilsonville, SC. As diﬃcult as her case is, it is the small town police chief with his easy smiles and blatant sexuality
that threatens Claire’s highly structured world. Arrogant and cocky, Derek Jacob knows his mate when he meets her.
As the Alpha of the Narian Pack, Derek is not about to let anything stop him from claiming Claire. Claire might ﬁght it,
but there is no denying the instantaneous heat between them. Sex comes easy while trust comes harder for the couple
with secrets to hide. Follow Claire and Derek’s journey to overcome the obsessive attention of a demon and killer to
ﬁnd love. ** A Siren Erotic Romance Rich and Pretty A Novel HarperCollins This irresistible debut, set in contemporary
New York, provides a sharp, insightful look into how the relationship between two best friends changes when they are
no longer coming of age but learning how to live adult lives. As close as sisters for twenty years, Sarah and Lauren
have been together through high school and college, ﬁrst jobs and ﬁrst loves, the uncertainties of their twenties and
the realities of their thirties. Sarah, the only child of a prominent intellectual and a socialite, works at a charity and is
methodically planning her wedding. Lauren—beautiful, independent, and unpredictable—is single and working in
publishing, deﬂecting her parents’ worries and questions about her life and future by trying not to think about it
herself. Each woman envies—and is horriﬁed by—particular aspects of the other’s life, topics of conversation they
avoid with masterful linguistic pirouettes. Once, Sarah and Lauren were inseparable; for a long a time now, they’ve
been apart. Can two women who rarely see one other, selectively share secrets, and lead diﬀerent lives still call
themselves best friends? Is it their abiding connection—or just force of habit—that keeps them together? With
impeccable style, biting humor, and a keen sense of detail, Rumaan Alam deftly explores how the attachments we form
in childhood shift as we adapt to our adult lives—and how the bonds of friendship endure, even when our paths
diverge. Get a Life A&C Black When Paul Bannerman, an ecologist in Africa, is diagnosed with cancer and prescribed
treatment that makes him radioactive, his suddenly fragile existence makes him question his life for the ﬁrst time. He
is especially struck by the contradiction in values between his work as a conservationist and that of his wife, an
advertising agency executive. Then when Paul moves in with his parents to protect his wife and young son from
radiation, the strange nature of his condition leads his mother to face her own past. Swamplandia! Random House In the
Florida Everglades, gator-park Swamplandia! is in trouble. Its star performer, the great beauty and champion alligatorwrestler Hilola Bigtree, has succumbed to cancer, and Ava, her resourceful but terriﬁed 13-year-old daughter, is left in
charge with her two siblings. But Ava's sister has embarked on a romantic relationship with a ghost, her brother has
defected to a rival theme park, and her father is AWOL. And then a mysterious ﬁgure called Bird Man guides Ava into a
perilous part of the swamp called the Underworld, promising he can save both her sister and the park... Swamplandia!
was longlisted for the 2011 Orange Prize and shortlisted for the 2012 Pulitzer Prize and 2013 IMPAC Dublin Literary
Award. The Feral Detective From the Bestselling author of Motherless Brooklyn Atlantic Books 'A nimble and uncanny
performance, brimming with Lethem's trademark verve and wit' Colson Whitehead, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
The Underground Railroad Phoebe Siegler ﬁrst meets Charles Heist in a shabby trailer on the eastern edge of Los
Angeles. She's looking for her friend's missing daughter, Arabella, and hires Heist - a laconic loner who keeps his pet
opossum in a desk drawer - to help. The unlikely pair navigate the enclaves of desert-dwelling vagabonds and ﬁnd that
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Arabella is in serious trouble - caught in the middle of a violent standoﬀ that only Heist, mysteriously, can end.
Phoebe's trip to the desert was always going to be strange, but it was never supposed to be dangerous... Jonathan
Lethem's ﬁrst detective novel since Motherless Brooklyn, The Feral Detective is a singular achievement by one of our
greatest writers. Tree of Smoke A Novel Farrar, Straus and Giroux Once upon a time there was a war . . . and a young
American who thought of himself as the Quiet American and the Ugly American, and who wished to be neither, who
wanted instead to be the Wise American, or the Good American, but who eventually came to witness himself as the
Real American and ﬁnally as simply the Fucking American. That's me. This is the story of Skip Sands—spy-in-training,
engaged in Psychological Operations against the Vietcong—and the disasters that befall him thanks to his famous
uncle, a war hero known in intelligence circles simply as the Colonel. This is also the story of the Houston brothers, Bill
and James, young men who drift out of the Arizona desert into a war in which the line between disinformation and
delusion has blurred away. In its vision of human folly, and its gritty, sympathetic portraits of men and women
desperate for an end to their loneliness, whether in sex or death or by the grace of God, this is a story like nothing in
our literature. Tree of Smoke is Denis Johnson's ﬁrst full-length novel in nine years, and his most gripping, beautiful,
and powerful work to date. Tree of Smoke is the 2007 National Book Award Winner for Fiction. The Last Samurai
Random House ‘Fiercely intelligent, very funny and unlike anything else I’ve ever read’ MARK HADDON
'Original...witty...playful...a wonderfully funny book' JAMES WOOD 'A triumph – a genuinely new story, a genuinely new
form' A. S. BYATT Eleven-year-old Ludo is in search of a father. Raised singlehandedly by his mother Sibylla, Ludo’s
been reading Greek, Arabic, Japanese and a little Hebrew since the age of four; but reading Homer in the original
whilst riding the Circle Line on the London Underground isn’t enough to satisfy the boy’s boundless curiosity. Is he a
genius? A real-life child prodigy? He’s grown up watching Seven Samurai on a hypnotising loop – his mother’s strategy
to give him not one but seven male role models. And yet Ludo remains obsessed with the one thing his mother refuses
to tell him: his real father’s name. Let loose on London, Ludo sets out on a secret quest to ﬁnd the last samurai – the
father he never knew. Wreck and Order A Novel Hogarth Press Sick of her abusive boyfriend and dead-end newspaper
job, Elsie sets out for adventure, traveling from California to Brooklyn to Sri Lanka in search of experiences and human
connections to help ﬁll the perceived void in her life. The Childhood of Jesus Random House After crossing oceans, a man
and a boy arrive in a new land. Here they are each assigned a name and an age, and held in a camp in the desert while
they learn Spanish, the language of their new country. As SimÃ3n and David they make their way to the relocation
centre in the city of Novilla, where oﬃcialdom treats them politely but not necessarily helpfully. SimÃ3n ﬁnds a job in a
grain wharf. The work is unfamiliar and backbreaking, but he soon warms to his stevedore comrades, who during
breaks conduct philosophical dialogues on the dignity of labour, and generally take him to their hearts. Now he must
set about his task of locating the boyâe(tm)s mother. Though like everyone else who arrives in this new country he
seems to be washed clean of all traces of memory, he is convinced he will know her when he sees her. And indeed,
while walking with the boy in the countryside SimÃ3n catches sight of a woman he is certain is the mother, and
persuades her to assume the role. David's new mother comes to realise that he is an exceptional child, a bright,
dreamy boy with highly unusual ideas about the world. But the school authorities detect a rebellious streak in him and
insist he be sent to a special school far away. His mother refuses to yield him up, and it is SimÃ3n who must drive the
car as the trio ﬂees across the mountains. THE CHILDHOOD OF JESUS is a profound, beautiful and continually surprising
novel from a very great writer. The Fiery Pantheon A Novel Scribner Acclaimed for her "gleeful and contagious love of
language" (Los Angeles Times), Nancy Lemann evokes the tattered glamour of fading traditional Southern society like
no other writer. Now she introduces the aristocratic Stewart clan of New Orleans, in particular, the self-eﬀacing Grace,
who is vacationing with her family at a rambling old resort in Virginia and mulling over her recent engagement to
Monroe Collier, her ideal Southern gentleman. When she spots the crazed but brilliant Walter, she pegs him as a likely
candidate for a nervous breakdown, but he determinedly attaches himself to Grace and begins to work his charms on
her. Will Grace remain true to laconic Monroe and the ideals of her homeland or will she fall for the strangely
charismatic Walter? Who will gain entry into the Fiery Pantheon, Grace's personal gallery of beloved and honored
heroes? In the tradition of Evelyn Waugh and Walker Percy, The Fiery Pantheon is a witty and rapturous novel about
the weight of past glory, the attachment to place, and the love of a man. A Meeting by the River Random House Breaking
a long silence Oliver, a young Englishman, writes to his elder brother, Patrick. Oliver, the idealistic younger brother is
living in a Hindu Monastery and has decided to take his ﬁnal monastic vows. Patrick, a successful, long-married
publisher, newly in love with a boy in Los Angeles, decides to visit Oliver to persuade him not renounce the world. First
published in 1967, A Meeting by the River exposes the complex rivalries of sibling relationships and dramatises the
conﬂict between sexuality and spirituality.
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